Market Share of Digital Banks and Wallets
As of May 2021
in Latin America
Percent of Users of Digital Banks and Wallets in 2020
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• There are more than 41 million users of the top 10 digital banks and digital wallets in Latin America1.
• While the number of users is relatively small compared to the total population of 650 million, digital payments have grown rapidly
over time.
• The world at large, including Latin America, continues to move toward digital banks and digital wallets.
Source: Bloomberg and Continuous Capital Research.
Data as of May 2021.

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru.
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This material may not be reproduced or distributed without prior written consent.
This material is not intended to be relied upon as investment advice or recommendations and should not be considered to be specific legal,
investment or tax advice. The information provided does not take into account the specific objectives, financial situation or particular needs
of any specific person. Actual portfolio holdings will vary for each client, and any specific securities mentioned are not representative of
recommendations made or intended for advisory clients. All investments carry a certain degree of risk, and there is no assurance that an
investment will provide positive performance over any period of time. It should not be assumed that any of the securities recommendations
we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of any securities presented herein. Equity investments are subject to
market risk or the risk that stocks will decline in response to such factors as adverse company news or industry developments or a general
economic decline.
The views, opinions, projections, forecasts or estimates expressed herein are for informational and educational purposes only as of the date
of writing and may change at any time based on market or other conditions and may not come to pass. This does not constitute an offer or
solicitation in any jurisdiction or to any person to whom it would be unauthorized or unlawful to do so. While every effort has been made to
verify the information contained herein, we make no representations as to its accuracy.
This material is not meant to promote or offer any security or investment management company cited in the presentation.
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